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Abstract: Automatic recognition of interacting features needs 

more consideration in the develpmnet of a CAPP system for 

prismatic part, since the interaction between primitive features 

results in various cases of complex features. Further, there is a 

need to concentrate on the recognition of fetaures with non-

orthogonal or curved faces. The proposed work presents some 

concepts which play a major role in the development of 

methodology for the automatic recognition of large number of 

cases of Interacting Features and also features with non 

otrthogonal and curved faces 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 

The feature recognition is the first and most crucial step in 

the development of a CAPP system (Wang & Li, 1991). Most 

of the reported approaches of feature recognition concentrate on 

primitive orthogonal features such as rectangular slots, steps 

etc. Not much attention has been paid to non-orthogonal 

features such as inclined faces, tapered steps etc. and 

interacting features such as intersecting slots  etc., The 

interaction between primitive features results in various cases 

of complex features (Allada & Anand, 1996) and it is not 

possible to precisely define or classify different cases of 

interactions 

Hebbel and Mehta (2001) have earlier proposed a 

methodology to recognize primitive features of prismatic parts. 

The current work is extension of this work and presents some 

concepts which are redefined from the earlier work to serve as 

building blocks for recognizing the interacting features of 

prismatic parts. Explanations regarding these concepts are 

given below.  

 

2. CLASSIFICATION OF FACES  
 

   For the purpose of feature recognition, all edges of a 

prismatic part have been classified into the following 

categories: (a) straight linear edge, (b) inclined linear edge, (c) 

semicircular edge, (d) edge in the form of an arc, and (e) 

circular edge. For each type of edge a structure and 

identification rule has been specified. All these edges are 

further divided into two categories namely, boundary edges and 

internal edges.  The edges which form the outer line of a face 

are called as boundary edges, where as internal edges are those 

which form a cavity on a face. For the example part shown in 

fig.1 e1, e2, e3 etc are the boundary edges and a1,a2,a3 &a4 are 

internal edges. 

    The faces of a prismatic part which are formed from the 

combinations of above mentioned various types of edges, can 

be grouped into the following five categories. 

a) Rectangular Face   

b) Face with Regular Shape   

        (other than a rectangle, square and circle) 

c) Face with Non Regular Shape  

d) Face with a Cavity   

e) Circular Face 

     Faces of first four categories are called as Non-circular 

faces.  The noncircular faces of categories c and d will be 

searched for the presence of features through the concept of 

SERF as described below. 

 

3. SERF  
 

     Successive edges of a non circular face having an excluded 

angle between them form a Set of Edges Representing a Feature 

(SERF). A SERF has the following unique characteristic: if an 

imaginary edge joining the initial vertex of the first edge with 

the terminal vertex of the last edge completes a polygon lying 

outside the face, the set of edges from the first edge to the last 

edge constitutes a SERF. 

    A SERF is referred as orthogonal if all the edges forming the 

SERF are straight linear and is termed as non-orthogonal, when 

at least one edge forming the SERF is inclined linear. If one of 

the edges of the SERF is of semicircular or circular or edge in 

the form of arc than it is referred as SERF for curved features. 

      Features may be classified on the basis of machinable 

volumes as follows: 

A) Depression type features directly obtained by 

removing a machinable volume e.g. a slot, 

B) Protrusion type features obtained as material left 

behind after removing the machinable volumes 

surrounding it e.g. boss at corner. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Example part 1 

  

  In depression type features the SERF defines the boundaries 

of the machinable volume that must be removed in order to 

obtain the given feature from the raw block e.g. SERF (e3, e4, 

e5) on Fig.1. In protrusion type features, the SERF defines the 

interfaces of the adjoining machinable volumes which must be 

removed to obtain the given feature from the raw block. 

It may be noted that the area enclosed by SERF represents 

an area which is not a part of the face.  Hence by definition the 

internal edges automatically represent an SERF.  For example 
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for the part shown in Fig.1 the set (a1,a2,a3,a4) on face f4  

represents a closed SERF 

 

4. CORRESPONDING EDGES 
 

     The term corresponding edges is used to describe an 

interrelationship between two edges. For the part shown in 

Fig.1, two SERFs (e3, e4, e5) & (e11, e12, e13) having identical 

structure can be recognized on parallel faces f5 and f8 

respectively in the XZ plane. For such parallel SERFs, 

corresponding edges can be defined as follows: an edge ei (say 

e3) of one SERF is said to be the corresponding edge for the 

edge ej (say e11) of another SERF if any one of the following 

conditions is satisfied: 

A) The coordinates representing the plane i.e. the X and 

Z coordinates for the edges ei and ej are same 

B) Both ei and ej are constituents of an edge set 

representing a face inclined or perpendicular to the 

XZ plane. 

In a similar way, if Ei is an edge of the SERF Sj 

present on the face fk1 and Ep is the edge of the face fk2, they are 

also referred to as corresponding edges if they satisfy the 

conditions A & B mentioned above. 

 

5. COMMON FACE 
 

Consider two edges Ei and Ej obtained either from two 

identical SERFs recognized on two parallel faces or from an 

SERF and a face parallel to the SERF which satisfy the 

conditions for corresponding edges. If these two edges are the 

constituents of an edge set representing a face fk, then the face 

fk is described as the common face between edges Ei and Ej. For 

example for the part shown in Fig.1 edges e3 and e11 satisfy the 

conditions for considering them as corresponding edges and 

also they are constituents of the edge set representing the face 

f1. Hence face f1 is referred as common face between edges e3 

and e11. 

 

6. LINKING FACE    
 

The concept of „common face‟ which joins two 

parallel SERFs or a SERF to a face parallel to it was introduced 

in the previous section. In a similar way, the concept of „linking 

face‟ which joins two adjoint  SERFs is being introduced in this 

section which plays an important role in the recognition of 

protrusion type features and interacting features. It is defined as 

a face joining two SERFs on two ad joint faces, such that its 

edge set includes one edge of each SERF. For example, for the 

part shown in Fig. 2 the edge set of face f2 includes the edge e19 

from the SERF (e19, e20) on face f4 and edge e1 of the SERF (e1, 

e2, e3) on face f10. Hence f4 can be considered a „linking face‟ 

between the SERFs (e19, e20) and (e1, e2, e3) obtained on the 

adjoint faces f4 & f10. 

 

7. PARALLEL SERFs  
 

Two SERFs S1 and S2 present on the face fk1 and fk2 

respectively are defined as parallel SERFs if they satisfy the 

following conditions: 

a) Both the SERFs are of the same type, i.e., both are 

open or closed or circular SERFs, 

b) Both faces i.e. fk1 and fk2 lie in the same plane, 

c) Each edge of the edge set representing the SERF S1 

has a corresponding edge which is a constituent of the 

edge set representing SERF S2. 

Once they satisfy the above conditions, both the SERFs S1 

and S2 are considered as a pair of parallel SERFs. 

 

8. SERFs FOR INTERACTING FEATURES 
 

A set of interrelated SERFs can be grouped together as Group 

of SERFs Representing Interacting Features (GSRIF), if each of 

the SERF included in the group satisfies the following two 

conditions: i) it is not used in the formation of pair of parallel 

SERFs or SPFS i.e. the SERF under consideration is not used 

for the recognition of any primitive feature and ii) it shares a 

common face or linking face with at least one of the other 

SERFs of the group. For example for the part shown in  Fig. 2 

the following five SERFs are not used for recognition of any 

primitive features: (e1, e2, e3 ) ,(e19, e20)., (e27, e28, e25 ), (e24, e23)  

and (e16, e17, e18 ). Further they also satisfy the second condition 

as described below: 

 SERF (e1, e2, e3 ) shares  face f2 as linking face with 

SERF (e19, e20), 

 SERF(e19,e20)  shares  face f12 as linking face with 

SERF (e27, e28, e25), 

 SERF (e27, e28, e25 ) shares  face f13 as linking face 

with SERF (e24, e23), 

 SERF (e24, e23), shares  face f3 as linking face with 

SERF (e16, e17, e18 ) and  

 SERF (e16, e17, e18) shares face f5 as common face 

with SERF (e1, e2, e3). 

Hence the five SERFs mentioned above comprise GSRIF 

that is used for recognizing complex features resulting from 

interaction between primitive features. Similarly SERFs (e4, 

e5,),(e6, e7)., (e9, e10, ), and (e11, e12) together represent another 

GSRIF.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Example part 2 

 

9. CONCLUSION 
 

The proposed work describes the concepts of SERF, 

Common Face and Linking face with a future plan to use these 

concepts for the development of a methodology for the 

automatic recognition of majority of cases of interacting 

features. The non-orthogonal and curved SERFs described in 

the paper enable to recognize non orthogonal features. The 

methodologies developed in this direction will be reported later. 
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